
FAASTeam presents:

Contact the Tower a dialogue with ATC



Eric Bell, Support Specialist in the Training
department Salt Lake Center ARTCC (ZLC), will
be our guest presenter. A brief introduction:
My name is Eric Bell, I have been a controller
here at Salt Lake Center for about 28 years now,
and  have been working in the Training
department for 3 years teaching the
developmental controllers. I am deeply
passionate about all things aviation. My early
years were spent flying a C182 throughout the
west with my father. I have been a member of the
Experimental Aviation Association since 1995,
and have been an advocate of improving pilot –
controller relations my entire career. I have
developed several presentations for pilots that
illustrate what  Center controllers  do, what our
expectations are, as well as some of our
 limitations. We have used these locally for many
pilot forums, but honestly I think the most
productive time has been spent just talking with
pilots and answering their questions. It really
helps if folks can put a human face with “the
voice”.
We look forward to seeing you at this fantastic
opportunity!
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Directions: The seminar will be presented in a lecture hall
within the Dixie Leavitt Business Building (see attached map),
signs will be posted on the doors indicating the room number
on the day of the event. You are free to park in any lot on
Saturday as parking is not enforced on the weekend. The best
approach is to park in the administration lot that is on the
south side of University Boulavard, the business building is
just south of the administration building.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


